As an organization, we work on several issues, topics and problems in our world. We’d like you to understand the relationship we see between our peace work and the issues/topics/problems that we connect with.

**Why we are drawn to working for peace with North Korea**: NHPA considers this a core issue. North Korea's possession of nuclear weapons is seen as a threat to US security and interest; early in the Trump administration, public threats of war between the US and North Korea were commonplace. However the Trump administration established a working diplomatic relationship, which opened a door for further de-escalation during the Biden presidency, perhaps even a peace treaty ending the Korean war from the 1950s.

**What resolution are we seeking in this area**: We hope to normalize diplomatic relations, to stop the provocative and expensive annual military exercises on the North Korean border, and to see a formal peace treaty enter into force ending formal hostilities.

**NHPA connects with this issue**.

**We educate on this issue by**: Organizing educational programs, sharing articles through our website, newsletter, and social media.

**We organize on this issue by**: Asking our members to use our education materials and programming, call their representatives, and share information with others.

**We agitate on this issue by**: Lobbying our representatives for responsible policy, sponsoring and organizing demonstrations and making public the failures of elected officials to responsibly guide our country toward a just and sustainable peace.

**Our vision comes closer into being when we make diplomatic progress with North Korea because**: We decrease the risk of nuclear and conventional conflict, remove the perception of need for Pentagon Spending, and build global stability.

**Organizations that NHPA works with on this issue include, but may not be limited to**: Peace Action (national), Women Across the DMZ, Korea Peace Now! Grassroots Network, American Friends Service Committee, and Korea Peace Network.

**If you and/or your organization would like to pursue partnerships in this area, we invite you to contact us at info@nhpeaceaction.org**.